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In the beginning (this was the 1960s for me), Saturday mornings existed for the sole purpose of watching cartoons. Before my brother and I were allowed to turn on the TV the only rule was that our beds had to be made, our breakfast eaten (Quisp! cereal) and our teeth brushed. Of course, we were up at the crack of dawn so as to not miss a thing. Luckily, with few exceptions, our taste in cartoons was in sync (except that he liked Quake) and the fighting was kept to a minimum. That was good for me since I was the “little” brother by 18 months. Over time, the rules relaxed and our cereal eating overlapped with the TV, but the routine lasted for years. I loved all cartoons; the frosting-colored superjocks, talking animals, new cartoons, old—it didn’t matter.

It’s funny to look back from 30-plus years at the cartoons that had such a hold on me. Most of them were terrible! Why did I like them so much? Who were the characters and what was the coolness factor that transcended the poor writing and meager production budgets? Maybe it was the inventiveness of the show’s concept. Maybe it was the music (I could listen to composer Hoyt Curtin’s Jonny Quest theme all day long). All I know is that I couldn’t get enough. Another favorite of mine was Hanna-Barbera’s Space Ghost, an outer space, superhero cop designed by the late great, Alex Toth. Brilliant! The music, design and titles were incredible (as in all those classic HB adventure shows). The shows themselves, well . . . not so brilliant. Nonetheless, I watched them religiously. Gary Owens’s voice acting didn’t hurt either. He could pull off the most ludicrous line with deadly seriousness. Hey, if Space Ghost believed in what he was saying, who was I to argue? As I got older, my cartoon watching gave way to comic-book

reading. Cartoons were on only once a week back then, but there were always more comics at the candy store! I still watched cartoons, but the pulp adventures of Spider-Man, Thor, Hulk and countless others had won me over. Comics took the pulp adventure to a new level, just as the animated superheroes on TV were becoming less superheroic and more, well, superfriendly. As I entered high school, I decided that I would exploit my meager drawing skills in comics, or so I thought.
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Appium EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Explore mobile automation with Appium and discover new ways to test native, web, and hybrid applications


	About This Book

	
		Use Appium to automate any type of mobile application from any language using any test framework
	
		Write a single script to perform automation testing on both Android and...
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Distributed .NET Programming in C#Apress, 2002
This text describes how to use these new .NET  technologies to build fast, scalable, and robust distributed applications, and  answers the many questions about the .NET Remoting Framework.

	Presents information using a style that has been tested while teaching  professional developers  
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The complete book of beer drinking games (and other really important stuff)Mustang Publishing, 1984
The Complete Book Of Beer Drinking Games lives up to its name with descriptions of fifty hilarious beer games like "Thumper and Quarters" to obscure but wild matches like "Slush Fund" and "Boot-a-Bout". The Complete Book Of Beer Drinking Games  celebrates a popular pastime for "towns & gowns" young adults...
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Logic and Language Models for Computer SciencePrentice Hall, 2002

	So you are a computer science (CS) major and you are sitting down to see what this book is about. It has been assigned, the course is required, you have no choice. Still you chose your institution, your major. Maybe your instructor made a good choice. Let's hope so.


	Okay, you are not a computer science major, perhaps not even a...
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Applied Geometry for Computer Graphics and CAD (Springer Undergraduate Mathematics Series)Springer, 2005

	Focusing on the manipulation and representation of geometrical objects, this book explores the application of geometry to computer graphics and computer-aided design (CAD). Over 300 exercises are included, some new to this edition, and many of which encourage the reader to implement the techniques and algorithms discussed through the use of a...
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Ada 2005 Rationale: The Language, The Standard Libraries (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
Ada 2005 is the latest version of the International Standard for the programming language Ada. Formally, it is an Amendment of ISO/IEC 8652:1995 (E) rather than a completely new standard. The primary goals for the new version were to enhance its capabilities particularly in those areas where its reliability and predictability are of great value....
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